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Simple stochastic model for optical tunneling
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A simple model, derived from a Brownian-motion scheme, is capable of interpreting the results of delay-
time measurements relative to frustrated total reflection experiments at the microwave scale but also in the
visible region. In this framework we also obtain a plausible description of the trajectories~rays! inside the
tunneling region, the air gap between two paraffin prisms.
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The motion of a particle undergoing quantum tunneling
one of the more nonclassical prediction of quantu
mechanics—has long been an open problem in severa
pects. Presently, the focus of much tunneling research i
determine the degree to which this quantum concept ca
extended to the macroscopic world@1#. In this framework,
optical tunneling at the scale of visible@2# or microwave@3#
range, demonstrated to be a powerful method of invest
tion. A model for tunneling based on stochastic processes@4#
proved to be capable of interpreting the result of delay-ti
measurements at the microwave scale@5#. A clear evidence
of this nature is here achieved by adopting a Browni
motion scheme, according to a formulation based on p
integrals methods@6#. In such a way, a good description o
experimental results, obtained in frustrated total internal
flection experiments@2,5#, can be obtained. Moreover, w
can try to determine the shape of the trajectory followed
the system while tunneling: a question lacking of a defin
answer@7#.

As for the delay or tunneling time, the stochastic mode
able to give an original explanation of the experimental
sults, alternative and even better than the canonical mo
~mainly the phase-time one adopted in Ref.@2#!, including
the superluminal behavior, whose interpretation is still a
bated and controversial question in both classically forbid
~tunneling! @8#, and classically allowed processes@9,10#.

According to a semiclassical analysis@11#, tunneling oc-
curs when there is not any simultaneous~real! solution of the
Euler-Lagrange equation,dS50, and Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion, E1]S/]t50, S being the action, andE the energy of
the particle. The most direct approach to the problem wo
obtain if one could use complex valued functionsx(t), de-
scribing the motion of the particle, satisfying the abov
mentioned equations in a path integral over complex pa
and thereby get a full analog for the path integral of t
stationary phase approximation. Despite the initial pe
mism, no one seems to know how to do this@11#, some
progress has been obtained following the McLaughlin p
scription @12# and recovering many WKB results@13#.

Here, as before anticipated, we follow a completely d
ferent approach, based on stochastic models which, sta
from a pioneering work by Kac@14#, then developed by
DeWitt-Morette and Foong@15#, and subsequently applied t
1063-651X/2002/65~3!/037601~3!/$20.00 65 0376
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tunneling @16#, demonstrated capability of interpreting se
eral physical situations@4,5#. A special stochastic motion is
represented by the Brownian motion and, in particular,
have adopted the results of an analysis as given by Feyn
and Hibbs at the end of their book@6#. As known, the con-
nection between path integration and Brownian motion is
close that they are nearly indistinguishable@17#. Another im-
portant contribution in this context has been given by Dy
manet al. @18# who investigated the distribution of paths fo
large fluctuations away from a stable state in the case o
overdamped Brownian particle driven by a periodic for
and white noise. This approach, however, does not seem
able for our cases which refer toopen systems, that is to
tunneling processes undertaken by particles, or better w
pulses, coming from, and going to infinite.

What we are searching for is the shape of the trajector
tunneling regions, which, as we said before, is unknow
However, in frustrated total reflection experiments@2,5#, the
shift D of a beam, traversing an air gap between two pris
of refractive indexn, was measured by varying the gap wid
T ~see Fig. 1!. If we assume thatD(T) could be identified
with the average pathx(t) in Fig. 1, we have solved the

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the barrier, consisting o
air gap between two paraffin prisms with refractive indexn51.49.
The incoming microwave beam in the first prism, impinges on
gap with an incidence anglei 560°, sufficiently greater than the
critical valuei 0542°, so that the beam is mainly reflected, while
portion travels the gap and attenuated enters the second prism
transmitted beam exhibits a lateral displacementD which was mea-

sured by varying the gap widthT. The quantityD̃, deduced from the
displacementD, is a measure of the traversal time. The coordina

t and t̃ have their origin inO.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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problem of the tunneling trajectories. The plausibility of th
assumption will be tested in comparison with the experim
tal data.

For a Brownian motion—into which we are assimilatin
the tunneling process—the functionx(t) is given by Eq.
~12.74! in Ref. @6# and reads as

x~ t !5~3D2uT!~ t/T!22~2D2uT!~ t/T!3, ~1!

whereD andu are the displacement and the angular dev
tion, respectively, of a particle incident perpendicularly on
slab of matter of thicknessT, when it emerges from the slab
While traveling through a thicknesst it is displaced away
from its original trajectory by a distancex ~see Fig. 12-1 in
Ref. @6#!. The assumption is made thatu is always small and
that the motion is the result of a large number of collisio
each of which has a small effect. In addition, the maxim
of the probability distribution, for particles emerging at
given angleu is found forD5uT/2. Of course, the averag
value of Brownian-motion trajectories in a system that p
sents initially one symmetry~here symmetry with respect t
the direction normal to the slab! should keep that symmetry
Different is the case of the tunneling processes we are c
sidering, where the incidence of the beam is oblique w
respect to the barrier and the mechanism of the tunne
will tend to privilege trajectories whose deviation with r
spect to the perpendicular of the barrier have definite s
According to the experimental evidence, the emergence
the beam in the second prism occurs between the norm
the slab and the prolongation of the incident beam from
first prism, see Fig. 1.

So, in order to adapt Eq.~1! to our geometry we have to
substituteu with i 2b ( i is the incidence angle,b is the
mean deviation angle with respect to the perpendicular of
gap!, T with T̃5T cos(i2b)/cosb and t with t̃ 5t cos(i
2b)/cosb, so thatt̃ /T̃ remains equal tot/T. Following Refs.
@2# and @5#, we have that the quantityD̃ in Fig. 1 is a mea-
sure of the traversal timet according to the relationt
5nD̃/c sin i, c sin i/n being the velocity component alon
the gap of the incident beam. In turn,D̃ is related toD by the
trigonometric relationD̃5(T sin i2D)/cosi. By substituting
into the modified Eq.~1!, we have ultimately that the tra
versal time can be expressed as a function oft, the coordinate
perpendicular to the gap~Fig. 1!, while b and D are to be
considered as moderately adjustable parameters.

A result is shown in Fig. 2 by a curve which fits th
experimental data, represented by small squares with t
fiducial bars, obtained according to the experimental pro
dure of Ref.@5#. The curve well reproduces the characteris
behavior with a peak which confirms the prediction of t
stochastic model as in Ref.@5#. In the same figure we als
show the curve resulting from the phase-time model wh
results clearly inadequate to fit the experimental data w
the phase variation is taken along the direction normal to
slab, even for an incidence angle near to the critical val
(;42°) @19#. The straight linev5c evidences the superlu
minal behavior for gap width greater than one centimete
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More important, and this is one aspect, is the shape of
trajectory in the gap between the two prisms, as given by
function x(t), when properly collocated in the space of th
gap, as in Fig. 3. Here the experimental points refer to th
series of measurements: one corresponds to the data s
in Fig. 2 ~small squares!, another to the data reported in Re
@5# ~small crosses!, and a third series of measurements~small
triangles!. The continuous curve ofx( t̃ ) fits the results rela-

FIG. 2. Traversal time results, as a function of the gap widthT
between the two prisms, in the case of a frustrated total reflec
experiment at the microwave scale with a beam at 9.33 GHz.
continuous curve is deduced from the functionx(t), Eq. ~1!, prop-
erly adapted to the geometry of Fig. 1, with parameter values
D522.6 mm andb540.5°, the dashed curve represents the th
retical prediction according to the phase-time model.

FIG. 3. Plausible shape of the trajectories inside the air gap
deduced from three series of measurements. The continuous c
which fits the data corresponding to the results of Fig. 2, is

function x( t̃ ) when situated in the gap space. The dashed cur
which fit the other two series of data, confirm the shape in spite
non-negligible displacements.
1-2
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tive to Fig. 2, while the dashed lines fit the other data.
every case we obtain a rather plausible and stable beha
which can be assumed as the shape of the trajectories in
the gap. The spreading of the results is acceptable given
delicateness of the experimental procedure. These result
fer to microwave measurements, but a similar behavior
be obtained also in the case of the optical experiment of R
@2#, obtaining a description of their results~not shown here!
even better than that reported in Ref.@2#, although in that
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case the discrepancy between the predictions of the
models seems to be less evident.

We can therefore conclude that, in spite of the simplic
of the present approach, we have obtained an acceptabl
scription of the trajectories, as well as of the delay time,
the forbidden region—the air gap between the two para
prisms—of an optical experiment at the microwave sca
The plausibility of the model, although rather simplified, r
sides on its capability to reproduce data of delay time ana
gously and better than the models previously adopted.
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